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ABSTRACT

The growing popularity of social media has created another avenue of weather
communication. Social media can be a constant source of information, including weather
information. However, a qualitative analysis of Facebook and Twitter shows that much of the
information published confuses and scares consumers, making it ineffective communication that
does more harm than good. Vague posts or posts that fail to tell the entire weather story
contribute to the ineffective communication on social media platforms, especially on Twitter
where posts are limited to 140 characters. By analyzing characteristics of these rogue posts,
better social media practices can be deduced. Displaying credentials, explaining posts, and
choosing words carefully will help make social media a more effective form of weather
communication.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the growing popularity of social media, a new outlet for weather information is
emerging. Each day more than 968 million users log on to the social media platform Facebook
(Facebook 2015b). Over the course of a month, that number reaches 1.49 billion users (Facebook
2015b). Another social media platform, Twitter, sees 316 million active users per month sending
500 million tweets per day (Twitter 2015b). According to the Pew Research Center, 63 percent
of Facebook and Twitter users report that the social media sites are their source of news. But the
credibility of the information found on social media remains questionable.
These social media platforms are providing a new outlet of communication, but not all
communication is effective. To be considered effective communication, the intended audience
must receive, acknowledge, and understand the message (Lindell and Perry 2012). While social
media increases the volume of disseminated information, only effective communication is
beneficial to the consumer.
Some social media posts are simply inaccurate. On June 3, 2015, BBC broadcast
journalist Ahmen Khawaja prematurely reported the death of Queen Elizabeth II. Her tweet,
"Queen Elizabeth has died. @BBCWorld" spread quickly. Despite deleting the tweet and saying
"False Alarm: Have deleted previous tweets!!", Buckingham Palace was forced to issue a
statement reassuring the world that the Queen was still alive (BBC 2015).
The credibility of a news source as perceived by the consumer depends on expertise,
trustworthiness, and goodwill (Westerman et al. 2013). Traditional news outlets - such as
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television and newspaper - have journalists, editors, and advertisers who monitor the information
given to consumers (Shoemaker and Vos 2009). Social media lacks the traditional system to
establish credibility. On social media, perceived credibility is aided by rapid updates to a page,
particularly on Twitter (Shoemaker and Vos 2009). Additionally, on Twitter perceived
credibility is based on user name, follower count, retweet count, posted links, expertise, and
reputation (Morris et al. 2012).
Given that consumers judge credibility on follower count and similarly page likes,
businesses have formed where page owners can buy followers. Intertwitter sells 1000 Twitter
followers for $10 or 1000 Facebook page likes for $47 with guaranteed delivery after pressing
the "Make me Famous" button to complete a purchase (Intertwitter 2015). Buy Cheap Followers
Fast sells 300 followers for $1 or 1000 retweets for $3 (Buy Cheap Followers Fast 2015).
Twitter Followers Trend sells 1000 "premium followers" for $17 who will interact with the
account (Twitter Followers Trend 2015) and allows a person to choose what country their
purchased followers come from.
Neither Twitter nor Facebook supports these businesses. Facebook (2012) says the
purchase or sale of "likes" is not permitted and a "like" from someone without true interest in the
page isn't beneficial. Twitter (2015a) similarly prohibits the purchasing and selling of followers
and interactions. Any account found to be promoting the sale of such may be suspended.
As social media is becoming a new method of communication, an increasing number of
consumers are using social media sites for newsgathering instead of traditional television news
or newspaper. Petrovic et al. (2013) shows that Twitter, when compared to traditional newswire,
reports more natural disasters. The unpredictable nature of such disasters fits the Twitter
platform more closely than newswire because of Twitter's global user network and real-time
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updates. The Pew Research Center reports that 44 percent of male Facebook users and 52 percent
of female Facebook users regularly see posts relating to local weather and traffic. On Twitter,
those numbers increase to 46 percent of males and 70 percent of women (Pew Research Center
2015).
Within the weather enterprise, National Weather Service offices, local television
meteorologists, and national weather companies commonly use social media. Because these
organizations typically have already established their credibility in the eyes of many consumers,
these social media accounts are extensions of established forecast sources. However, there are
many other contributors to the social media discussion about weather that do not fit this mold.
This discussion is not limited to meteorologists and weather information social media accounts.
Increased discussion of a topic on social media implies increased public attention to hazardous
weather – for example, Ripberger et al. (2014) found 3,030,919 tweets over a 200 day period that
included the word "tornado." These tweets came from 1,747,541 users with 94.4% of those users
contributing three tweets or fewer.
Some social media feeds, including many containing weather information, are controlled
by automated programs instead of humans. Edwards et al. (2014) found that these "Twitterbots"
were seen by consumers as credible sources of information, but the automated programs were
seen by consumers as less credible than humans.
The National Weather Association (NWA) and the American Meteorological Society
(AMS) have recognized television and radio meteorologists for many years through certification
or "seal" programs. These seal programs are designed to identify meteorologists who are
committed to providing the public with accurate and timely weather information in terminology
the public can understand. The AMS seal program began in 1957 (American Meteorological
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Society 2015), while the NWA began issuing seals in 1982 (National Weather Association
2015). The AMS seal program has now been replaced by the "Certified Broadcast Meteorologist
(CBM)" program which requires a calculus-based degree in meteorology (American
Meteorological Society 2015). Prior to 2014, seal and certification holders were not evaluated on
their online presence, though, the NWA does acknowledge that an online presence is part of a
broadcaster's job (National Weather Association 2014b). In 2014, the NWA began a "Digital
Seal of Approval" to help the public identify reliable sources of weather information online. This
program is not intended for broadcast meteorologists who also have an online presence but
instead for "weather webcasters and bloggers" outside of traditional media (National Weather
Association 2014a, National Weather Association 2014b).
Both Twitter and Facebook have "verified" check marks that can appear on an account.
On Twitter, being "verified" ensures the identity of the user - that the person or company
tweeting is who they say are (Twitter 2014). Earning the verified check mark does not validate
the content of the users tweets. Facebook's verified page program is similar. Facebook verifies
pages to inform users of the page's authenticity (Facebook 2015a).
This paper looks to qualitatively analyze social media postings about the weather from
Facebook and Twitter to find common sources of confusion and panic from consumers of
weather information. Examples will be presented from specific storms to demonstrate that
weather consumers struggle to tell who is a credible source of weather information and who is
not. Characteristics of credible and not credible accounts will be discussed to establish better
practices of presenting weather information on social media.
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Chapter 2
Methods
To analyze social media postings, Twitter and Facebook were perused on a daily basis
from November 6, 2014 through May 6, 2015. Twitter and Facebook were chosen because 63
percent of users on both platforms report using the social media site to get news (Pew Research
2015). Also, 46 percent of men and 70 percent of women on Twitter regularly see posts on local
weather and traffic. On Facebook, 44 percent of men and 52 percent of women see posts on local
weather and traffic.
On Twitter, general searches were used to find tweets. Monitoring of activity was done
through the Twitter application, Tweetdeck. Tweetdeck allows a user to create multiple feeds of
tweets based on users, searches, mentions, trending, or notifications which are saved for later
use. Feeds for tweets including hashtags such as "#snow", "#blizzard", and "#pawx" were saved
and viewed daily in search of trends.
Additionally, more general search criteria such as "northeast weather", "Philadelphia
weather", and "meteorologist PA" unveiled various accounts that claimed to be weather forecast
providers for Pennsylvania and the Northeast. These accounts were saved into a list to be
followed.
Similar searches for "Northeast Weather" and "Pennsylvania Weather" on Facebook
revealed Facebook pages of meteorologists and weather groups. These pages were continually
searched to monitor their activity.
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Because of the interconnectivity of social media, other tweets were discovered through
retweets on Twitter and shares on Facebook.
Posts that received an abnormally high number of interactions (shares, likes, retweets,
favorites) were noted. There was not a set number of interactions required. Rather, posts were
compared to other posts by the same user to find posts that received more attention than normal.
After finding such posts, the content of the post was investigated. Posts with similar time
stamps were compared to see what other meteorologists and other weather pages were posting
about the same topic. Also, the credentials of the poster were researched.
From the collection of posts found during the span of this research, examples were
selected to convey some of the problems present on social media. The topics discussed in the
next chapter pertain to four distinct events or meteorological situations: a typhoon in the Pacific
Ocean, an April 2015 severe weather outbreak, the posting of raw computer model output, and a
set of winter storms in the northeastern United States.
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Chapter 3
Social Media Examples
The following are some examples of social media posts that do not accurately tell the
weather story. Between November 6, 2014 and May 6, 2015, these posts were found on social
media in reference to different events or meteorological situations including a typhoon in the
Pacific Ocean, an April 2015 severe weather outbreak, the posting of raw computer model
output, and a set of winter storms in the northeastern United States.

Typhoon Nuri
On October 30, 2014 at 00 UTC, a tropical disturbance in the western Pacific formed
with winds of 15 knots. As it moved west toward Asia, this tropical disturbance became Super
Typhoon Nuri with a peak intensity on November 3, 2014 of 155 knot winds. As the system
turned back toward the east, it weakened and by November 6, 2014, the Joint Typhoon Warning
Center issued its last warning on Nuri as winds were down to 45 knots as seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the track of Typhoon Nuri from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center in Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii. Typhoon Nuri began as a tropical disturbance on October 30, 2014 and was last observed as a tropical storm on
November 6, 2014.

The next day - November 7 - ABC News (@ABC) took to Twitter to talk about Nuri.
@ABC is a verified account on Twitter with 4.5 million followers.
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Figure 2: November 7, 2014 1:37pm. @ABC tweets "Alaska prepares for powerful Typhoon Nuri".

Figure 3: November 7, 2014. After 4 hours, these tweets appear as the top comments on @ABC's tweet shown in
Figure 2. Many of the tweets comment on the misinformation in the original tweet.
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ABC News tweeted the headline "Alaska prepares for powerful Typhoon Nuri" as seen in
Figure 2. But this headline was very misleading because the information was out of date.
Typhoon Nuri was no longer a typhoon, much less a "powerful Typhoon." In four hours, the
tweet received 136 retweets and 68 favorites. The tweet also attracted many comments (Figure
3), many of which point out the misleading information. At 5:38pm, ABC News tweeted a
correction (Figure 4) - "Corrects: Alaska prepares for remnants of Typhoon Nuri; system no
longer a typhoon." The corrective tweet received noticeably less attention than the original
misleading tweet. The correction was retweeted 46 times and favorited 43 times.

Figure 4: November 7, 2014 5:38pm. @ABC tweets a correction to their previous tweet (seen in Figure 1)
regarding Typhoon Nuri. This tweet shows a current image of the storm and reflects that it is no longer a typhoon.

At the same time, another national news outlet, CBS This Morning
(@CBSThisMorning), was tweeting about the effects that the remnants of Super Typhoon Nuri
would have on weather in the US. The remnants of Super Typhoon Nuri were moving northeast
toward Alaska. Because of the counterclockwise flow around the remaining low pressure system,
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warm air was advected northward east of the low, near Alaska, enhancing a large upper-level
ridge across western North America, as shown in Figure 5. Surface high pressure will tend to
form downstream of this ridge where upper-level convergence is favored. The clockwise flow
around the high will advect cooler air southward from Canada which drop temperatures in the
northeast below average.

Figure 5: Diagram shows the meteorological effects of a remnant typhoon moving toward Alaska. The remnant
low creates a surge of warm air north toward Alaska building a ridge there. In response to that push of warm air
northward, cold air will drop south to the east of the ridge as the jet stream dives south.

@CBSThisMorning, a verified Twitter account with 186,000 followers, was trying to
communicate this process. On both November 7, 2014 and November 8, 2014, the account
posted the same graphic titled "Arctic Blast: Bombogenesis" including the same quote from Dr.
Michio Kaku (@MichoKaku) (Figures 6 and 7).
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Figure 6: November 7, 2015 8:11am. @CBSThisMorning tweeted two identical images titled "Arctic Blast:
Bombogenesis". The tweet included the quote "By mid week, all hell breaks loose," attributed to @MichioKaku.

Figure 7: November 8, 2015 11:15am. @CBSThisMorning tweeted two identical images titled "Arctic Blast:
Bombogenesis". The tweet included the quote "By mid week, all hell breaks loose," attributed to @MichioKaku.
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According to Dr. Michio Kaku's website, he is "a theoretical physicist, bestselling author,
acclaimed public speaker, renowned futurist and popularizer of science." He received his Ph.D.
from the University of California Berkeley, is the co-creator of string field theory, and is a
professor of theoretical physics at the City College of New York. But he is not a meteorologist.
None of his credentials makes him qualified to comment on this situation. Yet these tweets were
retweeted 61 times and favorited 23 times.
Also, @CBSThisMorning erroneously used meteorological jargon in their graphic
without definition. "Bombogenesis" is the rapid intensification of a surface low, deepening at
least 24 millibars in 24 hours (National Weather Service 2009). This term was not even the
appropriate term and seemed to be used solely to scare the public, not to inform.

Severe Weather Reports

On April 26, 2015, an area of low pressure formed over northern Texas with a cold front
draped east of it (Figure 8). The cold front would move slowly through Texas providing lift for
air parcels. This lift, coupled with instability from surface heating as temperatures climbed above
80°F, generated storms throughout the day and into April 27, 2015. Reports came in to the
National Weather Service Storm Prediction Center (SPC) of up to baseball size hail in Texas
(Storm Prediction Center 2015).
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Figure 8: The surface chart from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for April 26,
2015 shows the disturbance in Texas that would trigger hail-producing storms later that day.

One town that saw hail was Stephenville, Texas. A picture of baseball sized hail was
tweeted by @DFW_ALERTS, retweeted 14 times, and favorited 6 times (Figure 9).
@DFW_ALERTS is not a verified account and has 5,052 followers. Although it is not a verified
account, the image posted has the appearance of a real hailstone and fits with the SPC hail
reports for that day.
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Figure 9: April 26, 2015 10:57pm. @DFW_ALERTS tweets an image of hail from Stephenville, Texas.

That same day, another picture labeled hail in Stephenville, Texas circulated social
media. It was posted by multiple people claiming to be "volleyball sized hail" but was not hail.
This picture, shown in Figures 10 and 11, was posted twice to Facebook and twice to Twitter by
4 separate individuals, none of whom are meteorologists. In total, the picture was liked 767 times
and shared 4596 times on Facebook, and retweeted 131 times and favorited 80 times on Twitter.

Figure 10: April 26, 2015. Facebook posts of an image claiming to be a hailstone in Stephenville, Texas. These
posts were made by Roy Williams and David May.
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Figure 11: April 26, 2015. Twitter posts of an image claiming to be a hailstone in Stephenville, Texas. These
images were tweeted by @BrentSanborn and @JenMFFL.

Comparing real to fake images on Twitter, the fake images received much more attention.
@BrentSanborn is not a verified account and has 368 followers. @DFW_ALERTS, who tweeted
the real picture, has more than 13 times more followers but @BrentSanborn’s fake image was
retweeted 39 more times and favorited 50 more times. @JenMFFL has 1,873 followers, one third
of the followers of @DFW_ALERTS, but the fake image received 62 more retweets and 10
more favorites than the real picture.

Model Output Forecasts

In late January 2015, weather prediction models were showing a threat of snow in the
mid-Atlantic a week out. A low was forecasted to move through the region with enough cold air
in place to cause snow. Craig Moeller is a meteorologist at WVEC, an ABC News affiliate in
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Norfolk, Virginia. Moeller has earned a bachelor’s degree in Atmospheric Science from the
University of Missouri and holds a Seal from the American Meteorological Society.

Figure 12: January 26, 2015 11:35am. @13CraigMoeller tweets a graphic of projected snowfall through 11pm
Monday, February 2, 2015 as forecasted by the European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF).
Plotted are snowfall totals to the hundredth of an inch.

Moeller, @13CraigMoeller on Twitter, posted a snowfall forecast to Facebook and
Twitter from the European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) model.
The graphic showed snow totals to the hundredth of an inch out 180 hours. His Twitter account
is verified and has 3,759 followers. His tweet included the text "And you were worried about an
inch or so tomorrow. Check out the model (the Euro) for next Mon!". The tweet (Figure 12)
received 1,705 retweets and 918 favorites.
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Figure 13: January 26, 2015. Craig Moeller Wvec Meteorologist posts to Facebook a graphic of projected
snowfall through 11pm Monday, February 2, 2015 as forecasted by the European Center for Medium-range Weather
Forecasting (ECMWF). Plotted are snowfall totals to the hundredth of an inch.

Moeller’s Facebook page is verified and has 20,846 "likes." The Facebook post (Figure
13), with the text "And you were worried about an inch or so tomorrow. Check out the model
(the Euro) for next Monday! This is not a forecast but model output for snow potential next
Monday. Being 7-8 days out this could and probably will change several times. That being said...
you can bet we will be watching model updates from run to run over the coming week!",
received 5,508 likes and 22,513 shares.
Two hours and eleven minutes later, Moeller posted another model output to Facebook
(Figure 14); this time the forecast from the Global Forecast System (GFS). The post read "As I
said earlier when I posted the European model's snow output for next Monday, it was just that...
model output and NOT a forecast. For those of you that hate to even think about snow... check
out the GFS model's snow output for early Monday. It produces hardly any snow (little more
than a trace for Norfolk.) It is our job as meteorologists to determine which models to buy into
and which ones to disregard. Frankly, I don't put too much stock in any one specific model out
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that many days. It will be fun to watch to see if one model 'wins' over the other, if they are both
wrong, or if the actual weather falls somewhere in between. Time will tell..." This second
Facebook post about the threat of snow in a week received 120 likes and 40 shares. Compared to
the first Facebook post of the ECMWF, this post was liked 5388 times less and shared 22473
times less yet it was the post that told the entire weather story. The less-shared post included the
important details about the uncertainty of a snowfall forecast a week out.

Figure 14: January 26, 2015. Facebook post from Craig Moeller Wvec Meteorologist showing the 12z run of the
Global Forecast System (GFS). The plot posted is valid at 162 hours, or 6z February 2, 2015, and shows 6 hourly snowfall.

The ECMWF post in Figure 11 received more attention than most of Moeller’s other
snowfall posts on Twitter. For comparison, a snowfall forecast tweet from a different storm on
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February 25, 2015 received 27 retweets and 4 favorites and another snowfall forecast tweet on
March 3, 2015 was retweeted 3 times and favorited 2 times (Figure 14).

Figure 15: Other snowfall forecast tweets from @13CraigMoeller for comparison to the tweet in Figure 12. On
the left, a snowfall forecast tweet from February 25, 2015. On the right, a snowfall forecast tweet from March 3, 2015.

Comparing the initial Facebook post in Figure 13 of the snowfall totals to the hundredth
of an inch to Facebook snowfall forecasts of different storms shows how out of the ordinary the
20846 likes were for Moeller. A GFS plot of snow potential (Figure 16) from a different storm
with totals ranging from 0.2" to 0.8" received 232 shares and 122 likes. Another GFS plot with
snowfall accumulations of 1.2"-4.1" (Figure 17) was liked 96 times and shared 127 times. For a
different storm, Moeller posted the station's forecast for snowfall contoured over the area with
snowfall ranges plotted instead of posting the model projection. This plot, seen in Figure 18, was
liked 51 times and shared 67 times. Figures 16, 17, and 18 exemplify how the post in Figure 13
with 20846 shares was spread more than usual on Facebook - 200 times more than usual.
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Figure 16: Another snowfall forecast Facebook post from Craig Moeller Wvec Meteorologist of Global Forecast
System (GFS) model output for snow potential with measurements to the tenth of an inch. This post from February 18,
2015 can be used for comparison to the post in Figure 13 that received more than 20000 shares.

Figure 17: Another snowfall forecast Facebook post from Craig Moeller Wvec Meteorologist of Global Forecast
System (GFS) model output for snow potential with measurements to the tenth of an inch. This post can be used for
comparison to the post in Figure 13 that received more than 20000 shares.
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Figure 18: Another snowfall forecast Facebook post from Craig Moeller Wvec Meteorologist. This graphic is a
manual forecast for snowfall accumulations with contouring for “Flurries to a Dusting”, “Dusting to 1 inch”, and “1-2
inches”. This post can be used for comparison to the post in Figure 13 that received more than 20000 shares.

Craig Moeller was not alone in posting model output on January 26, 2015. Mike Masco is
a meteorologist at WMAR – ABC News 2 – in Baltimore, Maryland. According to his station
biography, he has a bachelor’s degree in broadcasting from Monmouth University and a
bachelor’s degree in meteorology from Mississippi State University.
Mike Masco, @MascoFromABC2 on Twitter, tweeted about a different storm than
@13CraigMoeller tweeted about in Figure 12. @MascoFromABC2 is not a verified Twitter
account. His tweet (Figure 19) showed the North American Model (NAM) snow accumulation of
more than 30 inches over the New York City metro area at hour 60. His tweet was retweeted 5
times and favorited 10. Since joining Twitter in March 2010 – more than 1700 days ago - Masco
has accrued his 5079 followers. On average, he gains 3 followers a day. However, he gained 103
of those followers in the 24 hours preceding 1:11pm on January 26, 2015 (Figure 20). That 24hour window includes the tweet of the 60 hour NAM snow total in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: January 26, 2015 11:30am. @MascoFromABC2 tweets a plot of the North American Model (NAM)
snow accumulations at 60 hours over the New York City metro area.

Figure 20: January 29, 2015 1:11pm. @MascoFromABC2 tweets about how many followers he gained in the
prior 24 hours. This 24-hour time period includes his post of the North American Model (NAM) snow accumulations seen
in Figure 19.
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Another weather group on Twitter, Northeast Weather (@Northeastwx), tweeted the
same NAM model run as @MikeFromABC2 on January 24, 2015. @Northeastwx is described
in the Twitter bio as "Northeast Weather is a social-media-based forecast outlet focused on
incoming disruptive and turbulent weather threats for the Northeastern United States." Northeast
Weather is not a verified Twitter account but has 767 followers. The account is run by Sam Ebby
who is self described as "a 16 year old kid with a burning passion for weather!"
Just as @MikeFromABC2 tweeted, @Northeastwx tweeted an image of a model output
(Figure 21). The text of the @Northeastwx tweet says "12z NAM shows the possibility of what
could be a MAJOR NOR'EASTER for southern and eastern New England!" There is no time
stamp nor title on the image. There are numbers with no units; there are colors with no scale.
Despite missing most elements necessary to understand the image, the tweet was retweeted 2
times and favorited 4 times.

Figure 21: January 24, 2015 7:17am. @Northeastwx tweeted an image of an area of low pressure off the New
England coast. The tweet says the image is from the 12z North American Model (NAM).
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Weather NJ (@myWeatherNJ), a non-verified Twitter account with 13.7K followers
described as "Weather safety aggregation & situational awareness through modern technology &
actionable social discussion.", tweeted model output regarding the impending nor'easter on the
same day (Figure 22). @myWeatherNJ posted the 60 hour output of the 18z GFS along with the
message "The latest GFS has taken a step towards the Euro..." which lacked sufficient
explanation for consumers. @myWeatherNJ is run by Jonathan Carr who holds a bachelor's
degree in computer science from Stockton University. Carr openly states that he has no formal
education in meteorology.

Figure 22: January 24, 2015 2:23pm. @myWeatherNJ tweets a plot from the Global Forecast System (GFS)
with the vague message "The latest GFS has taken a step towards the Euro.." The comments that follow indicate the
confusion of weather consumers when looking at information presented in this manner.
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While the tweet was retweeted 8 times and favorited 14 times, it generated a number of
comments. One reply to Weather NJ read "@myweatherNJ Ok...stupid question. Is that inches
of snow or liquid precip?" Another reply read "@myweatherNJ what does this mean?" Weather
NJ did not post a response.
Model data is an invaluable resource to meteorologists who understand model output
plots and who recognize the short comings of models especially at time periods beyond a few
days. Posting this raw model information to social media where these things are not universally
understood leads to panic and confusion for consumers. To exacerbate the problem, consumers
latch on to initial postings for potential storms, regardless of which post tells the most complete
weather story.

Word Choice

With only 140 characters possible in a tweet, every word is important. Each word needs
to help tell the weather story. The NWS Boston account has 32.4K followers and is verified. On
January 25, 2015, NWS Boston (@NWSBoston) posted a tweet noting a "potentially historic
blizzard." This tweet, shown in Figure 23, was retweeted 818 times and favorited 183 times yet
“historic blizzard” allows imaginations to run wild.
Most snowstorms are remembered for the amount of snow that falls, but blizzard
conditions are different. Blizzard conditions occur when for 3 hours or more the wind is
sustained, or frequently gusting to, 35 mph or greater and considerable falling and/or blowing
snow that reduces visibility to ¼ mile or less (National Weather Service 2009). Blizzard
conditions can verify without falling snowing – blowing snow that reduces visibilities to less
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than ¼ mile for 3 or more hours in winds greater than 35 mph would be a blizzard without snow
falling. Saying “one of the top 5 largest snowstorms” would be more specific than “historic” and
describing the high wind threat would convey the intended message without the overly misused
term “blizzard.” Records for snowstorms are most often kept according to snowfall amounts, not
by hours of blizzard conditions observed.

Figure 23: January 25, 2015 6:19pm. @NWSBoston tweeted a 4 panel graphic of snow threats citing a
"crippling & potentially historic blizzard."

The NWS New York NY (@NWSNewYorkNY), a verified account with 24.4K followers, had a
similar tweet about the same storm. @NWSNewYorkNY tweeted a link to their briefing on the storm also
mentioning that it would be a "potentially historic blizzard" in Figure 24. This tweet was retweeted 92
times and favorited 26 times, but again there was no context to the use of "historic" nor “blizzard”.
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Figure 24: January 25, 2015 5:58pm. @NWSNewYorkNY tweeted a link to their briefing on the impending
snow, citing the "potentially historic blizzard on the way."

Other references to the approaching snow being historic were also tweeted. A tweet from Ryan
Maue that same day cited the "historic blizzard" with images of the National Weather Service offices'
snowfall forecasts for the Northeast (Figure 25). His account, @RyanMaue, is not verified but has 19.1K
followers. His tweet was retweeted 81 times and favorited 31 times. But again, this tweet refers to a
“historic blizzard” and depicts snow totals. While snow totals may put a storm in the top 5, snow totals do
not make a snowstorm a blizzard.

Figure 25: January 25, 2015 5:30pm. @RyanMaue tweets a composite map of the National Weather Service
(NWS) snowfall predictions for the northeastern United States. He includes the comment "historic blizzard" with no
explanation as to why the blizzard will be historic.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
While millions of postings are made to social media daily, even these sample postings
demonstrate confusion and misinformation. Much of this problem is attributable to not detailing
the whole weather story. Meteorologists have to walk a fine line when explaining a weather
scenario. The public needs to be informed and warned of potential danger, but with consideration
of the likelihood of that event.
Users latch on to threatening posts more aggressively, regardless of their accuracy. When
ABC News tweeted on November 7, 2014 about Typhoon Nuri, they included a picture and a
headline seen in Figure 2. While meteorologists cringed at the use of an out of date satellite
image, the headline told readers that a “powerful typhoon” was heading for Alaska when the low
had weakened and had winds of less than 45 knots. After a few meteorologists tweeted back to
point out the unnecessary hype, ABC News tweeted a correction with a more up to date image of
storm. The corrected tweet (Figure 4) received 90 fewer retweets, less than 34 percent of the
retweet the initial tweet received. The corrected tweet was favorited 25 fewer times than the
original tweet. Despite the eventually issuing a correction, more users saw the initial misleading
tweet than the factually correct second tweet.
Similarly, following a hailstorm in Stephenville, Texas on April 26, 2015, an image of
the baseball sized hail was tweeted by DFW_Alerts CAC seen in Figure 9. A picture supposedly
from the same hailstorm was posted by multiple users on Facebook and Twitter of "volleyball
sized" hail (Figures 10 and 11). However, by the round shape and smooth surface of the
"volleyball sized hail", it is not hail. The fake picture circulated significantly more on social
media. Combining retweets and favorites, the real baseball sized hail picture had 20 interactions.
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In one Facebook post, the fake picture was shared 4488 times and liked 718 times. Altogether,
the two tweets and two Facebook posts in Figures 10 and 11 of the fake hail received 5574
interactions (retweets, favorites, likes, and shares) - or more than 278 times the interactions of
the real hail picture. Again, the misinformation received more attention than the factual
information. None of these posts were from meteorologists.
While model data is something that meteorologists look at daily to better forecast the
weather, the public seems to share and retweet forecasts more when direct model output is shared
on social media. Often times one model will spin up a large storm where most do not. This
scenario happens more often during active weather patterns and further out in time from the
initiation of the model. However, an objective and responsible forecaster would look at a variety
of models and scenarios, excluding outliers where necessary, and would not post individual raw
model output that had the potential to be inflammatory.
On January 26, 2015, Craig Moeller, meteorologist at WVEC in Norfolk, Virginia,
posted to both Facebook and Twitter a model output of snowfall as seen in Figures 12 and 13.
These images displayed snowfall totals 7 days out for more than 10 inches of snow. The totals
were plotted out to hundredths of an inch which is unreasonable considering snow is only
measured to the tenth of an inch (National Weather Service 2013), implying a greater accuracy in
forecasting than feasible to measure. Additionally, posting exact snow totals a week before a
snowstorm further implies a forecasting accuracy that does not exist. Snow totals are dependent
not only on water content of the atmosphere but on the ratio at which that water turns to snow
which is dependent on the temperature forecast. Posting weather information to social media
knowing it will not verify does not help a consumer understand the weather story.
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His post of the ECMWF on Facebook was shared 22513 times and favorited 5508 times.
That means more people than like his Facebook page shared his post. On Twitter, the same post
received 1705 retweets (45 percent of his entire follower count) and 918 favorites. Just over 2
hours later as the ECMWF post was receiving so much attention, Moeller posted the GFS
forecast for the same period with less than 2 inches of snow predicted for the same area (Figure
14). That Facebook post was liked 120 times and shared 40 times. That means 0.17 percent of
the users who shared his initial post shared his second post with the GFS and a reminder that
models aren't a forecast.
Another difference between the two posts are the manner in which the models were
displayed. The original ECMWF post displayed on the station's graphics in a manner similar to a
forecast during the news broadcast. The second post of the GFS is the raw model run and looks
different from other forecasts Moeller would post. By posting the ECMWF through the station's
graphic system, it could appear to viewers to be a more certain forecast than the other post. Also,
the ECMWF graphic is more easily readable. There have been other times Moeller has posted
model output of snowfall totals plotted on the station's graphics such as Figure 16 and Figure 17.
Although these graphics both received significantly less interactions than the graphic in Figure
11 that had more than 20000 shares, each of them still received more than the official forecast
plots posted in Figures 15 and 18.
It could be argued that pictured amounts play a large role in the number of interactions a
post receives. Figure 16, another graphic of model output for snow on the day posted, shows
totals of less than an inch yet was liked 122 times and shared 232 times - a total of 354
interactions. Figure 15 shows a station forecast of snow totals for the following day with
contours labeled up to '6-8" Locally Higher Possible'. This graphic, forecasting more than 6
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times as much snow as Figure 16, was only retweeted 27 times and favorited 4 times - a total of
31 interactions. The primary difference between these two posts is the manner in which the totals
were displayed - snow totals at different cities to tenths of an inch versus contoured areas of 2-4"
or 6-8".
Many other social media accounts post model outputs. Mike Masco
(@MascoFromABC2) tweeted a model run showing 30" of snow for New York City seen in
Figure 19. The tweet drew 15 interactions. Less than two hours later the same account posted the
tweet pictured in Figure 20, showing 103 followers gained in 24 hours. That jump accounts for
2% of his entire follower count in 24 hours including the time he posted Figure 19. Masco has
been on Twitter since March 2010, meaning it is out of the ordinary for him to gain 103
followers in one day.
Northeast Weather posted a model showing a potential Nor'easter seen in Figure 21. This
image does not have any labeling. There is no time stamp, and no date. The tweet says "12z
NAM" but not which day's 12z NAM or when the image is valid. This nondescript tweet was
retweeted twice and favorited 4 times. Without labeling on the image, anyone who came across
the image at a later date can much more easily mistake the image.
Another account, Weather NJ, posted a raw model output image as seen in Figure 22 for
its more than thirteen thousand followers to see. The comments to the post are telling. "Is that
inches of snow or liquid precip?" and "what does this mean?" show that these posts are confusing
to users. Despite their large number of followers, the post only accumulated 8 retweets and 14
favorites, perhaps because of the confusing plot and lack of explanation.
Models can be confusing and similarly, terminology can be as well. Throughout the
winter, the term "historic blizzard" was blindly attached to many forecasts as seen in Figures 23-
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25. But what does “historic blizzard” mean? Oxford Dictionaries defines "historic" as "famous or
important in history, or potentially so; of or concerning history; of the past." If all it takes to be
"historic" is being in the past, all past weather is historic. Weather records are kept everyday as
an historical record, so all weather could be deemed historic. Other descriptors relating forecast
totals to other storms could have been used instead - a top 5 snowfall total, a daily snowfall
record in jeopardy. The term blizzard was also used in those posts. But for a snowstorm to be a
blizzard, there are wind, visibility, and time criteria that must be achieved. A blizzard is not
defined by how much snow falls in a snowstorm.
Using vague adjectives provides little understanding for consumers of weather
information and nor does including technical jargon. Figures 6 and 7 show the use of
"bombogenesis" by CBS This Morning. The text included says " 'By mid week, all hell breaks
loose' @MichioKaku on how impending #PolarVortex will unfold." A meteorological bomb
describes a rapidly intensifying cyclone with a surface pressure drop of at least 24 millibars in 24
hours (National Weather Service 2009). However, the term "bomb" has a scary connation to it in
normal language and including a quote from a physicist, not a meteorologist, about hell breaking
loose does not help to explain the situation portrayed in the graphic.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Through this brief analysis of social media, shortcomings of social media have been
exposed. However, social media confusion and hype can be drowned out by sound science
postings that seek to inform – not scare - consumers.
To establish credibility as a source of reputable weather information, users of social
media should include credentials in a Twitter "Bio" section or a Facebook "About" section. A
user should not rely on follower counts that can be artificially altered nor verification check
marks that do not mean verified science to establish their credibility. Listing earned degrees and
employment gives a consumer a reason to trust the content on the page. Adding AMS or NWA
seals and certifications, even in the corner of a profile picture, shows consumers one more reason
why they should choose that profile to follow instead of the next one.
Word choice is key to accurately conveying a forecast. Using terms like "historic" or
"record-breaking" are meaningless without context. Include details about how long records have
been kept, and be as specific as possible to limit the chances for confusion and misinterpretation.
Posting to social media should be similar to putting an image or a quote on the evening
news. Meteorologists typically don't show the raw model data on the evening news without
explaining the uncertainty in models. Putting a disclaimer onto an image for social media
reminds the consumer that a model is not a forecast. Since Twitter limits a user to 140 characters,
if an image or idea cannot be explained within that limit, don't post it to Twitter.
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When posting images, use a watermark or a text box as part of the image. Any text posted
as a caption of the image could be separated from the image. By making the words part of the
image, a user ensures that the message and the image spread together. Placing a note "Model
Output, Not a Forecast" on the image itself ensures the disclaimer will spread along with the
image. Use the caption to add value to the graphic. Machines can spit out numbers but human
meteorologists are the ones who can add value to the forecast and explain the uncertainty.
Once anything is posted to the internet, it is out there forever. Old weather maps and
forecasts can resurface on the internet and create confusion. Facebook might show a 4 day old
post at the top of a consumer's Newsfeed. Weather maps need to have clear time and date labels.
Labeling all graphics limits the chances of misinterpretation and unnecessary confusion.
If something false appears on social media - such as the fake hail pictures - call it out.
Screenshot the post and declare it fake, citing scientific evidence. By posting a screenshot of the
post, it doesn't drive up the views and shares on the fake post but it allows others to see the post
in question.
Ultimately rogue social media cannot be eradicated, but it can be silenced with valuable
forecasting information and thoughtful social media practices. To preserve scientific integrity on
social media, it is the responsibility of trained meteorologists to maintain ethical standards on
social media.
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